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Abstract
The current state of the art of electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) is
presented. The principles of EFM operation and the interpretation of the
obtained local voltage and capacitance data are discussed. In order to show
the capabilities of the EFM method, typical results for semiconducting
nanostructures and lasers are presented and discussed. Improvements to
EFM and complementary electrical methods using scanning microscopy
demonstrate the continuing interest in electrical probing at the nanoscale
range.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction
Scanning force microscopy (SFM) has seen many developments in recent years [1], particularly in the detection of longrange forces such as magnetic [2] and electrostatic forces, including detection of charges [3–5] or voltages from low [6]
and high frequencies [7, 8]. It is of technological interest to
know the dc voltages and charges in semiconductor materials
and structures, and electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) is the
method used for their investigation.
In this paper we first describe the general principles
of EFM, its expected performance with regard to spatial
and voltage resolution, and the implementation of EFM
as an addition to the atomic force microscope (AFM).
Secondly, as observed on EFM imaging, the different levels
of contrast are illustrated and applications of dc measurements
to semiconductors are shown. Applications are made on
material where normally existing surface voltages can be
detected, and structures where, in addition, the effects of
external applied voltage can be analysed. The properties of
some complementary electrical SFM-like methods and some
possible future EFM-like developments are discussed for lowdimensional devices.

2. Principles
Since EFM is mainly devoted to voltage detection and can lead
to measurements of the local dc voltage, we shall essentially
concentrate on this point.
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When a voltage V occurs between a sample and the EFM
sensor maintained at close proximity, the electrostatic force F
can be written as:
F = 21 dC/dz V 2

(1)

where C is the tip to sample capacitance.
We assume that the voltage V is composed of the contact
potential Vcp plus applied dc and sinusoidal voltages, Vdc
and Vac respectively, with, in addition, an externally induced
surface voltage Vinduced related to the extra dc voltages on an
operating device, for example V = (Vcp + Vdc + Vinduced ) + Vac
sin t.
Then, referring to the frequency, i.e. dc,  or 2, the force
can be decomposed into three terms. Firstly
Fdc = 21 dC/dz[(Vdc + Vcp + Vinduced )2 + 21 Vac2 ]

(2)

which bends the cantilever continuously but which is difficult
to detect. Secondly
F = dC/dz(Vdc + Vcp + Vinduced )Vac sin t.

(3)

This term has a simple linear dependence on the capacitive
coupling dC/dz and the sample voltages Vcp and Vinduced . So
capacitive coupling and voltage contrasts are expected to be
seen on the force signal F . Using signal processing it can
easily be extracted from noise and imaged when scanning the
sample at a constant tip–sample distance.
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If, in addition, a closed loop injects a voltage VdcK such
as F = 0, i.e. VdcK = −(Vcp + Vinduced ), surface voltage
variations related either to Vcp or to Vinduced can be measured
and imaged; this is called nano-Kelvin operation. The third
term
F2 = − 41 dC/dzVac2 cos 2t
(4)
depends on local capacitive coupling.
If only ac signals are involved, with different frequencies
on the tip and the sample, the V 2 behaviour is mixed, giving rise
to bending of the cantilever at both the sum and the difference
of frequencies. So, even in the gigahertz range the presence of
a voltage on the sample can be analysed [7, 8] if the frequency
difference is in the kilohertz range.
If charges are involved instead of voltages, an F signal is
also observed [4, 9]. It is generally assumed that an insulator,
bringing charges to its surface at a distance z from the tip, is
sandwiched between a conducting plane and the EFM sensor,
and that voltages are applied similarly to the case we examined
first. Then a supplementary Coulomb force arises between the
static charge Qs of the sample and the ac charge induced on
the tip, i.e. CVac . Then F can be written as
F = [dC/dz(Vcp + Vdc ) − Qs C/(4πε0 z2 )]Vac sin t. (5)
So the sign and position of charges Qs can be obtained,
but their measurement strongly depends on the particular tip
to sample configuration and is not as simple as for voltages.
Thus by using the EFM non-contact method physical data
such as surface to bulk sample capacitance and dc surface
voltages can be measured. The localization of dc charges
and high-frequency voltages has been reported. However, the
scale of performance has to be precise in terms of voltage
resolution but also in terms of spatial resolution if application
to the analysis of low-dimensional semiconductor devices is
to happen.
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Figure 1. Force versus distance for 1 V applied. Experimental
results (dots) correspond to a typical EFM sensor (cantilever
100 µm long with 10◦ tilt, tip height 4 µm, R = 10 nm). The force
related to the cantilever remains constant until its initial distance to
the sample is appreciably changed. The force of the tip alone (dots)
shows first a linear (apex interaction) then a supralinear (cone
interaction) and finally a quadratic behaviour versus the tip to
sample distance. The tip plus cantilever force (continuous curve) is
more complex, since the presence of the cantilever disturbs the field
lines, and the apex regime is limited to small distances.

a conducting plane of infinite dimensions, the force can be
written as
(7)
F = π ε0 (R/z)V 2 .
The tip to sample distance z, the apex radius R and
their stability are the key points for the experiments. A
compromise has to be found for the radius: the smaller the
radius, in principle the better the resolution becomes, but then
the influence of the cone and cantilever may increase [12].

3. Expected performances
3.2. Resolution
3.1. Sensor configuration
Since the sensor is composed of a cantilever which holds a
conical tip ending at a spherical apex of radius R (in the
range 30–50 nm), the total sensor–plane (both assumed to be
conducting) sample capacitor is effectively composed of three
capacitors in parallel (cantilever, cone and apex) [10].
So the force can be written as
F = 21 (dCcantilever /dz + dCcone /dz + dCapex /dz)V 2 .

(6)

In figure 1, the numerical calculations of force versus
distance show successively the effect of the apex, cone
and cantilever, in accordance with experiments. The best
conditions of resolution for the cantilever structure have been
established: a tip height as long as possible and a half-cone
angle θ as low as possible plus a slight 20◦ cantilever tilt [11].
The use of the force gradient improves localization of the
electrostatic interaction on the part of the sensor near the
sample and also localizes the area of interaction on the sample.
Naturally, the best case is obtained when only the tip to
apex interaction is involved, i.e. z < R/2. Then, if the apex
corresponds to a sphere of radius R placed at a distance z from
486

The spatial resolution for an electrical force has been calculated
when the tip explores, at a constant distance, a 0–1 V voltage
step in a plane, the tip being at 0 V. In this case the force is zero
on one side of the step and maximum on the other side. The
resolution is estimated as the length of the transition from 25 to
75% of the maximum force [13]. For apex distances z greater
than 3 nm, the resolution Res is proportional to z, i.e. Res = 5z,
so 50 nm is expected for z = 10 nm, which corresponds to
recently reported data [14]. For distances less than 3 nm, the
electrical field is practically perpendicular to the end of the
apex, and then Res ∼
= 2(2/3Rz)1/2 , so the nanometre range
is attained at nanometre distances. For charges close to the
surface of an insulator, the simulation gives a resolution not
too far from R + z.
If the detected voltage is limited by the thermal noise, the
voltage resolution can be written as [15]
Vcp min = (2kB T kB/π 3 Qfres )1/2 (1/ε0 Vac )(z/R).

(8)

Using fres = 75 kHz, k = 3 N m−1 , Q = 200, R = 50 nm,
z = 10 nm, Vac = 0.5 V, B = 300 Hz, then Vcp min = 5 mV
which is sufficient for many applications.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the electrostatic force microscope
generally based on a commercial AFM (inside dotted box). Two
lock-ins allow the detection of the  and 2 signals and a closed
loop brings the surface voltage.

A first scan of a line allows acquisition of the morphology,
generally obtained in the ‘tapping’ mode. Using a second pass
on the same line, with an additional retraction (some tens of
nanometres) from the sample (or ‘lift’), the sensor is driven into
oscillation at the resonance frequency either by the electrical
signal on which Kelvin operation is based or mechanically.
In the latter case, since the cantilever oscillates freely with
a reasonable quality coefficient of resonance, the phaseshifts
induced by the force gradients can be detected [21]. The
drawback is certainly some reduction in resolution due to the
increase in the tip to sample distance in comparison with the
single-pass method.

5. Interpretation and application to semiconductors

4. Using an EFM for dc measurements

5.1. Detection of normally existing surface voltages

In order to keep the tip to sample distance z constant and to
obtain the morphology of the sample the sensor is usually
mechanically driven near the resonance frequency and the
atomic force microscopy (AFM) loop maintains the vibration
amplitude constant and equal to z [16] when scanning. The
EFM method is generally based on the following assumption:
the electrostatic forces act as a second-order effect on
the mechanical oscillation; this can occur when a similar
topographic image is obtained in both contact and vibrating
modes. Detection of the bending of the cantilever at  and 2,
in many cases at frequencies much lower than the resonance, is
obtained via external lock-in amplifiers and gives the electrical
forces. To achieve nano-Kelvin operation, a supplementary
loop allows a counter voltage to be injected on the tip in
order to obtain the image of the surface voltage (equation 3,
figure 2). Since these measurements require a stable, constant
tip to sample distance we have to briefly recall the two ways
to obtain this.

The first idea was to image inhomogeneities of work function
on metals, an application which proved the validity of
the nano-Kelvin concept [22]. Other authors have used
nano-Kelvin operation to characterize the presence of local
doping [23]. For example this method could be extended to
test electron emitting tips such as those used as sources in
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). On nanostructures such
as InAs nanoislands grown on GaAs Kelvin voltage changes
have been shown with resolutions better than 20 mV and
20 nm [24]. Simple force imaging, i.e. F , has demonstrated
the inhomogeneities on GaN thin films which have been
correlated with electron transport properties [25].
On F , the capacitive coupling contrast, already seen on
other structures [24], has been clearly established (figure 3).
The experimental test is the inversion of contrast when
changing the effective dc voltage that causes phase reversal
of F (equation 3). There are two reasons for this decrease
of dC/dz when meeting a local bump: the sensor is retracted
from the sample surface and the capacitance of the tip apex
changes from that of a sphere plane to that of a sphere (i.e. the
top of the bump). So whether the whole sensor or only the apex
is involved in capacitive coupling, there is always a reduction
in dC/dz. Conversely, when meeting a ’dip’, dC/dz increases.
The surface topography is therefore the origin of the capacitive
coupling contrast that could mask voltage variations by force
observations. Variations in dC/dz can be easily detected with
F2 too.
For a semiconductor laser structure [18], four types
of information have been obtained simultaneously, i.e.
morphology, capacitive coupling and surface (or Kelvin)
voltage amplitudes, plus their spatial distributions (figure 4).
On the cleaved surface, since these parts are richer in
aluminium, there is preferential oxidation which produces
topographic variation thus aiding electrical observations.
Here, a local decrease in capacitive coupling could be related
to the presence of areas of junction depletion underneath the
surface. This supplementary capacitor arises in series with
the capacitance of the tip to surface air gap and gives a
second source for capacitive coupling contrast. The changes in

4.1. Single-pass method
In ambient oscillating operation, the mechanical amplitude of
oscillation near the resonance is usually weakly dependent on
the electrostatic force gradient. Then, under low dc voltages,
the topography is obtained simultaneously to F2 and F
for nano-Kelvin operation [17, 18]. However, if high Vcp or
Vdc occur, the force gradient can influence the mechanical
amplitude and the sharpness of the topographic image is
degraded. Consequently, when Vcp is suppressed using nanoKelvin operation, the image quality is restored.
Under a vacuum [19, 20], since the quality coefficient of
the resonance is strongly improved, amplitude regulation is no
longer feasible and the topography is obtained by keeping the
frequency shift f/f constant. This can be generally written,
assuming a low oscillation amplitude, as
f/f = 21 Grad Fz /k.

(9)

Since electrostatic force gradients Grad Fz are always
present, the topography is expected to be dependent on local
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Figure 3. Observation of InAs/GaAs nanoislands on a 400 × 400 nm2 scale: (a) morphology, (b) and (c) F for a dc voltage of + and −2 V
respectively, (d) nano-Kelvin voltage distributions. The inversion of F contrast with the sign of Vdc is related to the slopes of dC/dz on the
plane and on the bump areas, as seen on graph (e). If only voltage differences are present, no contrast inversion occurs.
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Figure 4. Example of observations on a laser structure: the upper
part shows the structure and the lower part the EFM observations.
The topography, voltage measurements (under different
polarizations as indicated) and capacitive coupling are reported
(from top to bottom) and simultaneously observed.

surface contact potential would certainly be more significant if
observed in ultra-high vacuum on cleavages [26], but the values
of the observed voltage shifts are a good indication of contact
potentials too, and have the simplicity of air observations [27].
The surface potential is rich in information since it can be
related to the nature and crystalline orientation of the material,
the presence of surface states and different dopings.
The spatial extents of force, capacitive coupling and
Kelvin voltage are related to the doping or semiconductor
dimensions, so these data may be useful for quality control
of the technology.
5.2. Detection of externally induced surface voltages
Reports about internal potential measurements on operating
devices have appeared in the literature for silicon pn
junctions [28], resistors [29], nipi [30], light emitting [17] and
laser [18] structures.
On an operating semiconductor laser structure, the voltage
distribution can easily be deduced from figure 4 under different
external polarizations, so non-contact nanopotentiometry is
achievable. This opens the way for device optimization, for
example in terms of power distribution along the structure, and
in the near future to computer-assisted device design if all the
488

voltage distributions are known, including inside the lowestdimensional parts.
Cleavage of silicon devices [31] opens the way to failure
analysis and the control of the technological process; due
to the requirements of industry the preparation of working
cross sections with mechanical polishing is now becoming
routine [32].
5.3. Other electrical methods
Supplementary electrical characterization methods have
recently been used in connection with voltage contrast analysis
deduced from the now widely used SEM [33]. They are based
on measurements where the tip remains in contact with the
sample. First we could mention contact nanopotentiometry,
i.e. the voltage difference between a scanning tip and a
reference point on the sample, which shows resolutions of
some tens of nanometres [30, 34]. In addition, the point
contact resistance at the semiconductor–tip interface is a way
to localize differently doped areas [35], while the spreading
resistance, once calibrated, leads to knowledge of the level
of local doping [36]. Measuring the scanning capacitance, or
nano-C(V ) [37], is the ultimate aim, since it allows a nice
spatial resolution and, after calibration, is connected to the
level of doping [38]. Simply using the capacitance C, suitable
spatial resolution is due to the fact that only voltage-dependent
capacitances are taken into account, and these changes come
from the area of interest, i.e. the semiconductor underneath the
tip.

6. The near future
6.1. Improvement of EFM performance: electrostatic force
gradient microscopy
With force gradient detection it is hoped to image localized
charges or charged areas [4, 39, 40] and semiconductor doped
zones [41], especially in dc regimes. In comparison with force
measurements, interest in force gradient detection resides in a
better localization of the electrostatic interaction [10, 11]. It
has recently been proposed that force gradients at different
frequencies (see section 2) be used to image voltages and
capacitive couplings and to measure voltages [21]. An
increased significance of the measurements has been shown,
especially when the tip to sample distance increases as in
the double-pass method (figure 5), and, a fortiori, at close
proximity.
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such as scanning capacitance or spreading resistance. Finally,
concerning more fundamental studies, the capability for
nanoconnection with AFM-like methods could offer in the near
future the ability to explore the electrical or optical behaviour
of individual nanostructures.
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Figure 5. Comparison of voltage measurements using (a) the
Kelvin force gradient and (b) Kelvin force measurements on a
sawtooth like voltage shape. An improvement in sharpness is clearly
seen using the gradient instead of force and there is a significant
voltage difference on the centre and sides of the voltage accident.
Since the force gradient measurement area is more localized than
the force measurement area, a more realistic value is observed.

6.2. Extension to other conditions and other SFM
Vacuum or low-temperature AFM and EFM methods have
been reported [20, 42–45] and these methods are becoming
fully developed. Active sensors, and consequently multisensor
AFMs, are under study [46] and they could be extended
from ambient to the more constraining experimental conditions
required for fundamental studies. We can imagine them having
the capability to inject currents and detect voltages on the
nanocontact scale.

7. Conclusions
Based on AFM equipment, EFM is now an experimentally
established method for local observations and measurements
on semiconductors. In addition to morphology, three other
classes of data related to electrical characterization can be
obtained: nano-Kelvin operation gives the work function
which can be correlated with surface to bulk capacitances;
the spatial extent of constant voltages, force or capacitance,
particularly for any low-dimensional semiconductor structure;
the local voltage behaviour on an operating structure, or noncontact nanopotentiometry. All these data are important for
technological process control and failure analysis.
Improvements in spatial resolution, as recently shown in
electrostatic force gradient microscopy, make EFM of even
greater interest in connection with other electrical methods
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